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A quantikr is introduced on the elements 
e, , . .“. The sr;qtroid dual of this 
quantifier is sholvn to be identical with its logkal dual, and this provides an elegant reformula- 
tion of Minty’s sd2lf+iual xiomatization of mat&is. 
This approach also provides a practical, and in a sense optimal, n~ans of taking a statement 
in terms of circuits and constructing its dual, still in terms of &c&s. 
Matroid theory frequently involves properties expressed in terms of elements 
and circuits. It is theta trivial to formulate the dual properties in terms of elements 
and cocircuits, but reformulating these same dual properties back in terms of 
elements and circ&s is a harder problem. For instance, the property “each circuit 
contains at least four elements” (for a matroid having at least three elements) has 
as its dual “for each three distinct -elements, there is ‘a‘ circuit containing the first 
but not the other L&Q”. 
Many of the,diftic&ies involved in trying to solve this problem, or the closely 
reiated problem of tiding an element-co&tit property equivalent to the originai 
element-circuit property9 are due ‘to the e~ressibility of such properties in many 
equivalent, :ret fonuaily different ways. Thus the-mechanism effecting dualization 
within the element-circuit language may become apparent only when the proper- 
ties are expressed in a specific syntactic form, IFor this reason, close attention must 
be paid to the language itself. 
Consider a language 9’ with variables x, y, . . . and constants e, e,, . . . for 
elements of the ground set S of a m%t_roid, variables X, Y, . . . for circuits and 
cocircuits, constants C, C1, . . . for circuits, an13 constants D, D1,. . . for cocircuits 
of the matroid. The language Se also tiows = and # (between elements), the 
membership relation E , and the lagical symbols &, v F -I, =+ (for conjunction, 
disjunction, negation, and implication respectively). Finally, Y? has universal and 
existential quaritifiers of the forms (Vx), (3x)!~ (VX E %$), (3.x~ %=), ( E Be), 
and @XE GB,,), over S, the i ily %= of a3.l circl$s containing e, and the ?amily 9, 
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of all cocircuits containing e. The following abbreviations are also useful for our 
purposes: 
and 
(Vx E ..Y - e)*(x) for (Wx)[x E X & x # e 3 G(x)] 
(~xEX-e)$(x) for (3x)[xEX&x#e&+(x)]~ 
where $ is an arbitrary formula of 3. As an example, 
is one way to express that each circuit contains at least four elements. For any 
such formula 4, 4* will denote the dual statement obtained by interchanging c& 
and 9 within quantifiers. (Any unexplained matroid terminology or notation is 
explained in [3].) 
Theorem. Suppose e e S and q%(x) is a formuZa of 5!? which does not inuolue the 
variable X. ‘Ihen (3X E C,)(Vx E X- *)Ji(x) if and only if 
(WXE Si$J(3x E X- e)#(x). 
The proof is particularly simple when the matroid is viewed as a graphoid 
(S, %, 9) as introduced by Minty in [2]. This means that r& = i) {%,. : e E S} and I 9 
9 == ‘J (~3~ : e E S} are families of incomparable subsets of S satisfying both the 
following: 
(1) Fcr each e E S, C E se, and D E Be, (ax E C- e)(x ED). 
(ii) For each e E S and each formula J/ of 9, either 
t3JfECe)(VxEX-e)Jl(x) or (3X~~=P~x~~:-e)7rL(x). 
(These are just the two clauses of the definition of graphoid as in [3] or of 
pregraphoid as in [2], after translation into our language. In (ii), x = 4: corresponds 
to x being painted green, +9(x) & (x # e) to x being painted red, and 
l+(x) & (xf e) to x being painted blue.) 
To show the “only if” direction of the Theorem, suppose CE SC such that 
(Vx E C - e)q5(x) and that D E 9, is given. By (i) there exists e1 E (C- e) (7 (D - e). 
Applying the supposition (Vsc E C- e)*(x) to el shows (e, E D - e) & #(tQ. 
To show the “if” direction, suppose (Vx E 9J(3x E X - e)+(x); that is, 
1(3X~!~=)tVx~X-e;l~(x). Then by (ii) we have (31X~ %=)(V~EX-e)+(x), 
as required. 
I. Under the assumptions of the Theorem, the du.aZ of (3XE 92,) 
(VxEX-e)+(x) is (VXE%$( x E X-e)+*(x). 
These results are most naturally a,c@icable to mph-theoretic properties when 
expressed in terms of edges and cycles. As an example of such “cycle-logical 
analysis”, consider being a tree, which is equiva.lA to (Vx)7(3X-~ 9&J and so is 
expressible ‘“ts 
By the Theorem, this is equivalent o 
and :;o to each edge being a bridge. And by the Corollary, the dual of bemg a tree 
is 
WX)(3X~ W(~Y EX-MY # Y), 
and so to each edge being a loop. As another example, consider the property of 
being a cycle, when expressed as the conjunction of being a nontree and 
W~WY)[~# Y + of= Km EX--Xb = YH. 
Or consider not having girth less than or equal to, three, when expressed as at the 
end of the .Introd&tion. We shall later discuss a sense in which each formula of ;Z? 
can be put into the very special form required by the Theorem and Corollary. 
It is rather surprising that the Theorem actually characterizes graphoids (and so 
matroids) in that it can be used to prove clauses ($1 and (ii) above. To prove (i’,. 
suppose eECn12. Then taking X=D shows that (~XE~=~~XEX-~!)(XEC~.’ 
So by the Theorem, (VXE 9&)(3x E X- e)(x E C), md taking X = D shows that 
(3x ED - e)(x E C), and so (3x E C- e)(x E D). TG prove (ii), suppose l(3X~ 
BJ(Vx E X - c!) 1 lb(x), and so (VX!2&)(3x E. X - e)@(x). Then by the Theorem, 
(3X f $)(Vx e:. X - e)+(x). 
Note that what we have actually proved is that the “only if” direction of the 
Theorem is equivalent o Mnty’s clause (i) and the “if” direction to clause (ii). 
Thus in our context hese two very different looking clauses are convex ses of each 
other. 
3. A new ~t&fier 
Our result can be naturally expressed in terms of a new quantifier Q defined so 
that, for a given e E S, @x)&(x) means that + is true for all the elements (except 
possibly e itself) of some circuit containing e. (This is a quantifier in the same 
sense as (3x <e)+(x) is over tlhe reals; they are both really families of quantfiers, 
cne for each e.) Replacing %rcuit” with %ocircuit” will produce a second 
quantifier Q* which is the matroid dual of Q. These quantiEe:a tie, of Tome, 
readily expressible ia 9’; for example, (Qx),+(x) as (AXE %,,)(!lx EX- e)+(x). Eut 
since, in the Theorem, X cannot occur in #(PC), the notation in whicl.1 X is 
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surpressed seems especially natural. Q is also nicely expressible in the self-dual 
tree language of [ 11; letting ZTe be the family of trees containing e, (Q&$(x) is 
(VX E Te)(3x Xe)#(x).) 
Irl these terms, the Theorem asserts that (Qx)&(x) if and only if l(Q*x), 
1$(x); that is, Q and Q* are logical duals (in the same sense as 3 and V are duals 
since (3x < e)+(x) if and only if l(Vx < e)-14(x)), as well as matroid duals. 
Suppose (S, %, 9) is a graphoid and Q and Q* are defined as above. For each 
e E S, %Ze can be characterized as tie family of all minimal subsets {e, el, . . . , e,,} of 
S such that (Qx),(x =e,v* l l vx =eJ; c& is then U{%$:eES}, and 9 can be 
characterized dually. By thus explicitly defining circuits and cocircuits, we can 
express each 2? statement as an infinitary (i.e., allowing conjunction and disjunc- 
tion over arbitrary sets of formulas rather than just a pair) statement involving 
only elements of S, = , f , &, v, 1, -), V, 3, 0, and Q*. In particular, every 
formula of 9 can be rephrased so as to be susceptible to the Theorem and 
Corollary. It must bc stressed, however, that this general procedure may well be 
impractical in particular cases and cannot be expected to give the simplest 
formulation in terms of Q and Q*. 
It should also be noticed that we have not used the full potentiality of these 
quantifiers in either our examples or arguments, in that the scope (Jl(x)) of these 
quantifiers has been quantifierless. Yet it is precisely the possibility of nesting 
quantifiers that provides he power of predicate logic. Therefore there is every 
reason to expect that increased fluency in the use of this quantifier will make 
possible increasingly fine analyses of increasingly complicated matroid concepts. 
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